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The social, economic, and educational
backgrounds of political decision makers at
the national, state, and local levels have been
a focus of inquiry for several decades in the
United States. An underlying assumption of
this inquiry is that background analyses can
provide clues to understanding the represen
tative quality of political decisions. The
patterns of recruitment and selection of
political decision makers at different levels
or in different state and localities, and the
similarities and differences among these
patterns, can be seen as important though
not necessarily decisive factors in helping to
explain the politics of a particular area.

This News Letter will provide a back
ground analysis of the members of the
Virginia General Assembly. The article first
presents a portrait of the occupational
backgrounds of members of the General
Assembly during the decade of the 1970s.
Then the discussion focuses on the process of
recruitment of candidates for Virginia's state
elective offices, based on information ob
tained in personal interviews conducted
among members of the General Assembly in
the winter of 1981. 1 Because few candidates
are elected without party labels, the role of
the political party in this recruitment process
is investigated. The final section explores the
extent to which Virginia's legislators per
ceive any partisan patterns of philosophical
and policy differences between Democratic
and Republican legislators, assuming that
there are certain identifiable differences in
the backgrounds of the two groups.

OCCUPATIONAL BACKGROUND

From the 1970 session through that of
198 I, a total of 292 persons (80 in the Senate,

I The 'e interviews were conducted under the author's supervision

by student in a political research class at the University of
Richmond.
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212 in the House of Delegates) served at one
time or another in the Virginia General
Assembly. In this twelve-year period, 62
Democrats and 18 Republicans served in the
Senate, while 151 Democrats, 55 Republi
cans, and 6 independents served in the House
of Delegates.

As Table 1 shows, lawyers composed a
significant proportion of the members of the
General Assembly-indeed, a sizeable ma
jority of the Democrats and a plurality of
Republicans were lawyers. Farmers took a
distant second place among both Democrats
and Republicans in the Senate; no other
occupational group was represented to any
significant degree among Senate Democrats,
while business owners occupied a respect
able third place among Senate Republicans.
In the House of Delegates, lawyers again
dominated the Democratic delegation, with
businessmen and educators taking distant
second and third places, respectively. Law
yers were first, though not a majority, among
House Republicans, followed at some
distance by those in business; in real e.state,
insurance, and sales; and in education.

The data in Table 1 suggest that while
Democratic and Republican legislators
generally were quite similar in occupational
background, some differences did exist.
Democrats appeared to attract lawyers as
candidates even more than Republicans did,
and Republicans drew candidates more
often from the ranks of business.

Table 1 clearly reveals the overwhelming
role of lawyers in Virginia state politics, as in
the U.S. Congress. Even so, it would not be
accurate to conclude that this is a "natural"
state of affairs in American state politics. A
study of state legislators in 1979 demonstrat
ed that of 7,485 state legislators nationwide,
20 percent were lawyers-ranging from a
low of zero percent in Delaware to a high of
53 percent in Virginia. 2 In most states,
including Virginia, the percentage of lawyers
is higher in the Senate than in the House. In
Virginia the reduction in the percentage of

2 Insurance Information Institute, Occupational Profile of State
Legislatures, 1979, (New York, 1979), p. 8.

lawyer-legislators from 56 percent in 1970 to
49 percent in 1980 possibly suggests a slight
trend away from this occupation's dOlIlinant
position. This declining trend also has
occurred nationwide, with a corresponding
decrease from 26 percent in 1966 to 20
percent in 1979.

Even with this continued dominance of
lawyers in Virginia's legislature, other
groups have gained ground slowly during the
decade of the 1970s. Business owners,
managers, and executives have increased in
numbers in the Senate at the apparent
expense of both lawyers and farmers. In the
House of Delegates, the number of busine s
people has nearly doubled, and educators
have increased in accordance with national
trends. What effect reapportioned, single
member districts may have on the occupa
tional distribution of future House delega
tions remains to be seen, although in other
states the institution of single-member
districts in place of multimember districts
seems to have contributed to a more
diversified legislature both occupationally
and racially.

PARTY AND LEGISLATIVE
RECRUITMENT

The 1981 gubernatorial election broke a
series of dramatic successes for Virginia
Republicans in presidential, statewide, and
congressional elections throughout the
preceding decade. The disappointing results
for Republicans in the statewide races of
1981 were made up somewhat by the rather
remarkable gain of eight seats in the House
of Delegates, bringing the Republican
delegation to a century high of thirty-three
(having varied from a mere seventeen to
twenty-five seats during the 1970s). Recent
Republican successes obviously have been
accompanied by the growth and effective
ness of the Republican party organization.
In contrast, the Democratic organizational
apparatus appears to have declined in
effectiveness and "member" support, though
this could change now that the Democrats
again occupy all three statewide offices.
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In any case, one might ask what organiza
tional role the parties play in the recruitment
of state legislative candidates and whether
the two parties differ in their recruiting
efforts. Figures from other studies suggest
that the party's role in recruitment varies
widely among the states. For example, one
study found that 69 percent of the state
legislative campaigns in New Jersey were
initiated by the parties, whereas the party
appeared to be relevant in only 17 percent of
the legislative candidacies in Tennessee. 3

In Virginia's 1979 General Assembly
election, only one independent was elected to
the House and none to the Senate. Given the
minimal prospects of election as an inde
pendent, the growth of the Republican
party, and the traditional importance of the
Democratic party in the state, one might
hypothesize that the role of the party
organization in the recruitment of candi
dates for the state legislature in Virginia
would be rather significant.

Certification. Candidates for political
office in the United States are not a
representative sample of the general public.
To become a candidate, one must generally
be "eligible," i.e., be of a particular social and
economic status and be active in public
affairs and activities. It might be said that
candidates are drawn from a "pool of
socially certified activists who are ready or
willing or able to seek political office."4

Socially certified activists in Virginia, as
seen in Table 1, include above all lawyers and
those in other middle-class occupational
groups. Other than farmers, no blue-collar
occupations are socially certified to become
candidates for state office. (A review of the
biographical notes in the state General
Assembly manuals reveals that not one of
the 292 officeholders in the 1970s indicated
membership in any union except for one
membership in the Virginia Education
Association, while 69 legislators indicated
membership in a local chamber of com
merce.)

To be socially certified for candidacy in
Virginia, and elsewhere, one also should
have an above-average education. Only a
handful of the successful candidates for state
office in Virginia have had no education
beyond high school, and most have had
professional or academic training beyond
college.

Social certification embraces the charac
teristics of sex and race as well. In Virginia in
1979, all but 8 of the 100 House members and
1 of the 40 Senate members were male;
women held only 6 percent of the seats in the
General Assembly, versus a national average
of 10 percent for all state legislatures in the
same year. Blacks held less than 4 percent of
the seats in the Assembly in 1979. In short,
most successful legislative candidates in
Virginia and elsewhere are white males.

Results of personal interviews with 65
members of the House and 29 members of
the Senate in the 1981 session of the General
Assembly do indicate some differences
between the two parties (65 Democratic
members, 28 Republican, and 1 independ-

3 Lester G. Seligman, Patterns oj Recruitment (Chicago: Rand
McNally, 1974), p. 5.
4 Ibid.

dent) in the educational backgrounds of
their candidates. The candidates of both
parties are highly educated; however, the
Democrats (59 percent) are more likely to
have a graduate professional degree than the
Republicans (43 percent). This educational
difference is reflected in the occupational
differences between the respondents of the
two parties, as seen in Table 1. These
differences between the parties in Virginia
are rather minor, however, in comparison to
more industrialized American states.

Relatively few middle-class Americans,
even those that may be socially certified,
consider seriously running for an elective
public office. One's lifetime experiences and
the opportunities that these present are
obviously important in helping to develop
such an interest. When those General
Assembly members interviewed were asked,
"Can you tell me when you first became
interested in running for the General
Assembly," a slightly higher percentage of
Democrats than Republicans-16 percent of
the Democrats and no Republicans-said
that their interest had developed either in
childhood or as teenagers. In contrast, 61
percent of the Democrats and 71 percent of
the Republicans said that they became
interested during their thirties, forties, or
later. In addition, 29 percent of the Republi
cans, as opposed to only 12 percent of the
-Democrats, said that their interest developed
as a result of being asked to become a
candidate.

These responses suggest some possible
difference between the parties in terms of the
political socialization of their candidates.
There appears to be a slightly greater
tendency for Republicans to be political
latecomers and to consider a political career
only when the opportunity to enter politics
literally comes knocking at the door. This
hypothesis, if correct, is probably due to the
business orientation of a higher proportion
of the Republicans and to the traditionally
closer connection in Virginia between a legal
career and Democratic politics.

Given the importance of family tradition
in the Virginia legislature-28 of the 140
members of the 1980 House and Senate were
named after their fathers-and the relatively
slow rate of turnover in the General
Assembly in comparison to other states, one
might hypothesize that a high proportion of
the current membership comes from a
tradition of family officeholding. In actuali
ty, three-fourths (72 percent) of the Demo
cratic respondents and two-thirds (64 per
cent) of the Republicans said that no one in
their families had held any political office,
either elected or appointed. Furthermore,
almost half (46 percent) of the Democrats
and one-third (36 percent) of the Republi
cans had not held any political office
themselves before entering the General
Assembly. Only 17 percent of the Democrats
and 14 percent of the Republicans indicated
that they had held local elected office, as
opposed to the 20 and 25 percent, respective
ly, that had held a local appointed office.
Nine percent of the Democrats and 14
percent of the Republicans said that they had
been either commonwealth's attorneys or
city attorneys before entering the General
Assembly. (Based on their biographies in the

state manuals, 30 of the 80 senators who
served during the decade 1970-80 previously
had been members of the House.)

One other factor concerning "certifica
tion" should be mentioned here. Fewer than
20 percent 9f our General Assembly re~

spondents were under forty years of age in
1979, while about one-fourth were sixty or
above. Significantly more Democrats (about
one-third) than Republicans (about 14
percent) were in the older age group-which
is perhaps not surprising, given their
numbers, past dominance, and the factor of
incumbency.

Selection. The question of how persons
who meet most of the requirements for
"certification" become actual candidates is
not easily answered, and little information is
available from studies in other states.
Among our respondents, 30 percent indicat
ed that they were self-starters, having
"decided on my own" to become a General
Assembly candidate for the first time.
Another 38 percent -said that they were
asked, and one-third gave "both" as a
response. Democrats were more likely to
have been self-starters, while Republicans
were more likely to have been asked to run
(as might be expected from responses
discussed earlier).

If respondents said that they had been
asked to run, then who had asked them? The
variety of answers to this question makes it
difficult to generalize; however, "party"
clearly played some role in the decisions of at
least half of our respondents. Republican
respondents (at least 60 percent) were more
likely than Democrats (less than 50 percent)
to have been approached by someone
connected or identified with a party.

Another indication of party influence on
the decision to become a candidate is the
extent to which our respondents were active
in any way in the party before becoming a
candidate for the first time. Only 12 percent
of the Democrats and 14 percent of the
Republicans said that they had not been
active in the party in any way. In contrast, 87
percent of the respondents did indicate some
party-relevant activity prior to nomination.
Nevertheless, the data collected in the
interviews make it clear that "working up
through the ranks" is not a requirement of
either party for nomination. Based on
biographical data in the state manuals from
1970 to 1980, only 16 of the 80 senators (or 20
percent) who served during this decade had
occupied any kind of party office; 37 of the
212 delegates (17 percent) indicated some
active involvement in their party organiza
tions.

When asked how important party activity
was for the first nomination for state office,
about 62 percent of our respondents thought
that the party had been very important or at
least somewhat important in their
nominations-and Democrats and Republi
cans differed very little in this regard. In
other words, given the fact that virtually all
members of the General Assembly are
elected with party labels, fewer than two
thirds thought the party was important in
their nomination. To those who believe that
parties should be strong linkage institutions
between the legislature and the general
public and, as such, should playa leading



SOURCE: Biographical sketches in General Assembly of Virginia, Manual of the Senate
and House of Delegates, for years 1970-1980 (published in even-numbered years only).
NOTES: The Virginia House of Delegates has 100 members; 212 members served from 1970
1981, in six electoral periods of two years each. The Virginia Senate has 40 members; 80
members served from 1970-1981 in electoral periods of four years each (1968-71, 1972-75, and
so forth).

From 1970-1981, the General Assembly had 6 independent members who were elected
without party affiliation (i.e., not including those conservative Democrats who abandoned
their party affiliation in response to liberal and moderate state p.arty gains and the McGovern
presidential candidacy in 1972). Of that number, 4 were lawyers, 1was a medical professional,
and 1 was in business.

Although this category includes only 8 legislators, 47 legislators (16 percent) indicated in
their biographies that they had connections with banks or savings and loan companies in
positions such as members of the board or legal counsel.

Percentages do not always equal 100 percent due to rounding.

TABLE 1. Occupations of Virginia State Legislators,
Senate and House of Delegates" 1970-1981

Senate House of Delegates

Occupational Group Democrat Republican Democrat Republican
N (%) N(%) N (%) N(%)

Lawyer 38 (61) 8 (44) 84 (56) 22 (40)

Lawyer -businessman, -farmer, -banker, etc. 3 (5) 2 (1) 1 (2)

Medical professional 3 (5) (6) 5 (3) 2 (4)

Other professional 3 (2)

Educator, administrator 10 (7) 4 (7)

Business owner, manager, executive, 5 (8) 3 (17) 23 (15) 13 (24)
consultant

Banker, stockbroker, investment consultant a 1 (2) 5 (3) 2 (4)

Real estate, insurance, sales 4 (6) 1 (6) 2 (1) 8 (15)

Publisher, editor 1 (2) 1 (6) 4 (3) 1 (2)

Farmer, -businessman, -real estate, -banker, 7 (11) 4 (22) 8 (6) 1 (2)
-engineer, etc.

Other, e.g., housewife, politician, 5 (3) (2)
professional volunteer

55 (102) bTotals 62 (100) 18 (101) b 151 (100)

role in recruiting candidates supportive of
the party's principles and policies, these
findings will be a disappointment, even if not
a surprise.

Once they became members of the General
Assembly, did the successful candidates
participate in some way in the party that
nominated them and whose label they
continued to wear? More than 60 percent of
the respondents (66 percent of the Demo
crats, 54 percent of the Republicans) held no
party office of any kind; indeed, about 20
percent did not participate in their party
organizations in any way. Of those who did
not hold an office, only about 12 percent
overall (14 percent of the Democrats, 7
percent of the Republicans) ever bothered to
attend party meetings. Others said that they
participated in a variety of party-related
activities, ranging from attending conven
tions or rallies to contributing money, time,
or other work to the campaigns of other
party nominees. One-fourth of the respond
ents, mostly Democrats, said that they spent
either less than one hour or no time at all on
party activities, while 11 percent of the
Democrats and 21 percent of the Republi
cans claimed that they spent more than four
hours a week on party activities. One-third
of the respondents from each party said that
they could not separate time spent on party
activities from other kinds of activities.
CAMPAIGN FINANCE AND THE PARTY

American party organizations generally
do not have dues-paying members, and party
candidates in the same city, district, or
region do not always campaign together and
pool their assets; indeed, campaigning in the
United States is frequently a very independ
ent and individualistic affair. It is not
surprising, therefore, that the parties are
usually of little relevance in financing the
campaign costs of their candidates. A study
by the author of campaign finance in the
1973 House of Delegates election in Virginia
found that only 15 of the victorious party
candidates and 26 of the 61 losing candidates
had received financial aid of any sort from
their party or a party-affiliated organization;
and while some of this aid was quite
substantial, it was rarely enough to cover all
or even most expenses.5 While few studies
exist to help determine whether the Virginia
experience is typical of other state legislative
elections, it is probably safe to assume that
the role of the party in supporting party
candidates varies considerably among the
states and even within each state.6

Of the respondents in this study, 64
percent (68 percent of the Democrats, 54
percent of the Republicans) indicated that
they had received no financial support from
their party in 1979; however, 20 percent of
this figure consists of those respondents who
admitted that financial aid from their parties
was unnecessary due to a lack of opposition.
Two Democrats said that "the ticket" had
received money from the party, while 19
percent of the respondents from both parties
indicated that they had received a "small
sum" of money, i.e.~ $500 or less. Only 9

5 Arthur B. Gunlicks, "Campaign Finance in Virginia: The 1973
House of Delegates Election," University of Virginia News Letter,
November 1974, p. II.
6 For a comparison of campaign spending in 1978 in nine states, see
Alan Rosenthal, Legis/ative Life (New York: Harper and Row,
1981), p. 33.

percent (6 percent of the Democrats, 14
percent of the Republicans) claimed to have
received a "substantial" sum, i.e., more than
$500, from the party.

If one looks only at those candidates who
had opposition in the 1979 election, party
financial support appears to be more
important than the above figures suggest.
One-half of the Democrats and even more of
the Republicans (60 percent) who had
opposition received some financial support
from the party. Nevertheless, relatively few
of those candidates who had opposition and
received financial support received a "sub
stantial" sum.

While the party organization itself may
not supply a great deal of money to its
candidates for campaign purposes, the party
label may be crucial to candidates in their
individual efforts to raise money. In the
study of campaign finance in the 1973 House
of Delegates election, significant differences
were noted in the expenditures by party
candidates and independent challengers. As
that study stated, "in most cases, serious
contenders must be identified with either the
Democratic or Republican party, and
only serious contenders are generally
successful in raising substantial campaign
contributions...."7

Of course the party can help in other ways
to get its candidates elected, and these
services might be more important than
financial contributions alone. Or they could
be equivalent to substantial contributions of

7 Gunlicks, "Campaign Finance in Virginia," p. 10.

money, considering the cost of comparable
services for candidates without party assis
tance. Indeed, only 22 percent of 93 party
respondents said that they had received no
help of any kind, whereas the remainder
acknowledged receiving some assistance
ranging from the provision of party workers
(34 percent) and party literature (9 percent)
to other kinds of help.
PARTY IN THE LEGISLATURE

The VirginIa General Assembly never
has been characterized by sharp or even
discernible partisan differences, with a few
possible exceptions concerning such issues
as the appointment of judgeships and, of
course, the organization of the House and
Senate. Indeed, differences that do develop
between groups of legislators appear often
to result from individual personalities, the
regions represented, or conflicts between
the House of Delegates and the Senate
rather than from partisan considerations.
Members are seated by party in each body,
and each party has its own caucus;
however, the Republicans, perhaps due to
their relatively small numbers, caucus only
infrequently, and the Democrats rarely
take up substantive issues other than those
mentioned above when they caucus. One
observer of the General Assembly has
argued that, to the extent that the
Democratic majority has demonstrated
some cohesiveness, "only minority (i.e.,
Republican) control of the governorship in
the 1970s has given Democrats a sense of
party sufficient to allow their leaders to
move as far as they have in policy



development." This movement has been
limited, however, by a number of factors,
including the fact that "the Democratic
legislators are so diverse in their constit
uencies and outlooks that a binding party
position simply cannot be forged on most
substantive policy issues."8

The diversity of the Democratic delega
tions in the House and Senate can be
demonstrated by looking at the kinds of
constituencies that Democrats represent. In
1980 the Democrats in both houses were
almost evenly divided throughout most of
the state between urban-suburban districts
and those comprised of small towns and
rural areas. Republican strength, in contrast,
is concentrated in both the urban and the
rural areas of the Valley and in the urban
Northern Virginia area. Whereas in 1971 the
Republicans tended to represent more small
town and rural districts in the Senate and
more urban-suburban districts in the House,
in 1980 the Republican delegates were
balanced in the representation of urban and
rural districts in both houses of the General
Assembly.

While few if any observers of the state's
political scene would argue that the General
Assembly's politics are partisan politics, the
legislators themselves may perceive differ
ences between the parties that are too subtle
for outsiders to notice. To ascertain whether
this might be the case, our respondents were
asked to "describe the policy differences, if
any, between Republicans and Democrats in
the General Assembly." One-third of the
respondents saw no differences, while
another 18 percent saw differences only
under certain conditions or in response to
certain issues. On the other hand, 29 percent
perceived differences in terms of the particu
lar interests represented and the resulting
focus on the appropriate role of government;
another 8 percent mentioned ideological
differences. Republicans (47 percent) were

8 Robert J. Austin, "The Virginia General Assembly, II: Inf1uenc

ing Policy," University of Virginia News Letter, ovember 1977, p.

10.

more likely to perceive such differences than
were Democrats (31 percent), a reflection
perhaps both of Republican minority tatus
and the tradition among older Democrats of
factional rather than partisan politics.

The data collected from the respondents
also suggest some differences between the
parties according to the particular house of
the General Assembly. Whereas one-fourth
of the Senate Democrats said that they saw
no policy differences between parties, all of
the Senate Republicans perceived certain
differences. In the House the proportions of
Republicans who perceived differences
between parties in the interests that they
represent and in ideology were larger than
the Democratic proportions; however, 40
percent of both Democratic and Republican
House delegates perceived no differences
between the parties.

A large majority of respondents from each
party opposed the proposition that "there
should be more perceptible and identifiable
policy differences between the parties"; only
one-fourth each of the Democrats (25
percent) and Republicans (26 percent)
concurred with this statement. While a
rather wide range of reasons was given for
the lack of enthusiasm for parties represent
ing different policy stands, it is apparent that
most Virginia legislators accept an ideology
of individualism and consensus politics at
the expense of "respon ible parties."

While the policy consensus in the Virginia
General Assembly is matched in consider
able measure by ideological consensus, some
interesting ideological differences between
the two parties did emerge when respondents
were asked to place themselves on an
ideology scale for the national level as well as
for Virginia, where politics are notably more
conservative. As expected, respondents of
both parties favored the conservative side of
the scale; however, to a greater extent than
one might have predicted, the Republicans
appeared to perceive themselves as more
conservative, while the Democrats thought
of themselves as somewhat less conservative.

This difference appears to be more profound
at the level of state politics than at the
nation 1 le el. On1 ~ percent of the
Democrats and no Republicans placed
themselves left-of-center according to na
tional political standards, whereas 22 per
cent of the Democrats and 11 percent of the
Republicans classified themselves as left-of
center by Virginia standards. A few respon
dents were bothered by the failure of the
questionnaire to distinguish between eco
nomic and other issues, and some of these
legislators refused to classify themselves on
either scale.

CONCLUSIO

The evidence presented in this article
suggests that, in terms of occupational and
educational background, recruitment pat
terns, policy, and ideological perceptions,
some, though not dramatic, differences exist
between the two major parties in the kinds of
state legislators who wear their labels. The
evidence also suggests that a greater poten
tial for partisan conflict may now exist in the
General Assembly than has been seen in the:
past-especially if the Republicans should
become more successful in future legislative
elections. With a statewide party organiza-·
tion noted for its hard-line conservative
image and an enlarged contingent of
Republican legislators with a consciously
conservative orientation, the more centrist
Democratic majority may be forced to
assume a more unified policy stance to
counter the conservative Republican chal
lenge. On the other hand, the Democrats in
the General Assembly could react by
matching the Republicans' orientation to the
right, thereby giving the electorate no real
choice between the two parties' legislative
candidates and therefore no reason to
change delegates. A third possibility is that a
moderately conservative Democratic gover
nor could be pulled to the center by the party
outside of the General Assembly, thus giving
conservative Republicans the opportunity to
campaign against the "liberal Democrats."
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